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The primary goal of this book is to teach the IA-32 assembly language programming under
the Linux operating system. A secondary objective is to provide a gende introduction to the
Fedora Linux operating system. Linux has evolved substantially since its first appearance in
1991. Over the years, its popularity has grown as well. According to an estimate posted on
h t t p : / / c o u n t e r . l i . o r g / , there are about 18 million Linux users worldwide. Hopefully,
this book encourages even more people to switch to Linux.

The book is self-contained and provides all the necessary background information. Since
assembly language is very closely linked to the underlying processor architecture, a part of the
book is dedicated to giving computer organization details. In addition, the basics of Linux are
introduced in a separate chapter. These details are sufficient to work with the Linux operation
system.

The reader is assumed to have had some experience in a structured, high-level language such
as C. However, the book does not assume extensive knowledge of any high-level language—only
the basics are needed.
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C++ High Performance: Boost and optimize the performance of your C++17 codePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Write code that scales across CPU registers, multi-core, and machine clusters

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore concurrent programming in C++
	
			Identify memory management problems
	
			Use SIMD and STL containers for performance improvement


	
		Book...
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Biological Low-Voltage Scanning Electron MicroscopySpringer, 2007
From the reviews:
"Topics ranging from the early development of the scanning electron microscope (SEM) to some of the latest low-voltage and cryo techniques are reviewed in detail. … this is a very useful volume for those wishing to learn, or refresh their memory, in the context of getting the best out of an SEM, and in particular...
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Professional C++Wrox Press, 2011

	Essential reading for experienced developers who are determined to master the latest release of C++


	Although C++ is often the language of choice from game programming to major commercial software applications, it is also one of the most difficult to master. With this no-nonsense book, you will learn to conquer the latest release of...
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How Math Explains the World: A Guide to the Power of Numbers, from Car Repair to Modern PhysicsSmithsonian, 2008

	In How Math Explains the World, mathematician Stein reveals how seemingly arcane mathematical investigations and discoveries have led to bigger, more world-shaking insights into the nature of our world. In the four main sections of the book, Stein tells the stories of the mathematical thinkers who discerned some of the most fundamental...
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Develop on Yammer: Social Integration for Modern Business ApplicationsApress, 2015

	Develop on Yammer is your guide to integrating the Yammer social network with your company’s application ecosystem. By developing custom apps and features on the Yammer platform, you can make your workplace more productive, encourage communication and feedback, and get your colleagues collaborating across a range of platforms,...
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Radar and ARPA Manual, Second Edition: Radar and Target Tracking for Professional Mariners, Yachtsmen and Users of Marine RadarButterworth-Heinemann, 2005
Radar systems are fitted on all commercial vessels, and are widely used in the leisure maritime sector as well as vessel traffic services (VTS).  They are frequently used in conjunction with an Automatic Target Tracking Device, traditionally known as the ARPA (Automatic Radar Plotting Aid). This fully revised new edition covers the complete...
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